
8-Terminal Speaker Wall Plate
Your 8-Terminal Speaker Wall Plate offers you a variety of speaker output configurations using 2 pairs of speakers. The heavy-duty, gold-plated 
binding posts resist corrosion for the best possible speaker connections.

PARTS
Flat mounting brackets (2) Formed mounting brackets (2) 
Mounting bracket screws (4) Wall plate screws (2)
Note: For the best speaker hookup, the wall plate terminals can accommodate up to a 12-guage speaker wire.

INSTALLATION
You can mount your 8-Terminal Speaker Wall Plate using a standard electrical box or with the supplied mounting brackets.
Note: Choose a location where wiring already exists or you can easily run wires through a wall to the location. Make sure the location does not 
interfere with electrical wiring or parts of the house frame behind the wall.

MOUNTING WITH A STANDARD ELECTRICAL BOX
Caution: To avoid possible damage to audio systems when connection speaker wires to the + and – terminal holes, do not let any strands from 
the positive and negative wires touch each other.
1. Route the speaker wires through the hole into the back of the electrical box.
2. Turn the eight screw terminal sleeves on the back of the wall plate counterclockwise to expose the terminal holes.
3. For each terminal, insert the right/left positive (+) speaker wires into the terminal hole on the right/left screw terminal with the red stripe. Then 

turn the sleeve clockwise to secure the wires.
4. For each terminal, inserts the right/left negative (-) speaker wires into the terminal hole on the right/left screw terminal with the black stripe. 

Then turn the sleeve clockwise to secure the wires.
5. Place the wall plate against the opening of the electrical box, then thread the two supplied short screws through the screw holes in the 

speaker wall plate and the electrical box. Then tighten the screws.
6. You may connect your speakers to the front of the wall plate using banana jacks, or you may connect them using the eight screw terminal 

sleeves. We recommend you use Gold-Plated Banana Plugs (not included), available at your local electronic store.
  • To use the banana plugs, insert the positive and negative plug into the corresponding positive or negative jack on the front of the wall plate.
  • To connect the speaker wire to the front using the eight screw-terminal sleeves, see Steps 2-4 above.

MOUNTING WITH WALL BRACKETS
1. Draw a rectangle 4 inches (10 cm) long by 1 ¾ inches (4.5 cm) wide on the wall.
2. Drill a 3/8-inch (1 cm) hole in one corner of the rectangle.
3. Insert a saber saw or keyhole saw into the hole and cut along the outline. Then remove the cutout portion.
4. Run the wiring from the audio source through the wall and feed it through the opening.
5. To connect the wires to the back of the wall plate, see Steps 2-4, “MOUTNING WITH A STANDARD ELECTRICAL BOX.”
6. Assemble the two mounting brackets using the supplied mounting bracket screws. Do not tighten the screws.
7. Position the brackets at an angle in the opening with the formed strip on the outside of the wall. Level them with their center holes with the 

same distance apart as the screw holes on the wall plate. Tighten the screws to secure the brackets.
8. Place the wall plate against the mounting bracket, then thread two short screws (included) through the screw holes in the wall plate and the 

mounting bracket and then tighten the screws.
9. You may connect speakers to the front of the wall plate using banana plugs, or you may connect them by using the eight screw terminal 

sleeves. We recommend you use gold-plated banana plugs available at your local electronic store.
  • To use banana plugs, insert the corresponding plug into the correct jack on the front of the wall plate.
  • To connect speaker wires to the front using the eight screw terminal sleeves, see Steps 2-4, “MOUNTING WITH A STANDARD    

  ELECTRICAL BOX.”

THE SOURCE WARRANTY
The Source warrants that this product will be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase. Within this period, simply take the 
product and your proof of purchase to any The Source store or dealer and the product will be repaired without charge for parts and labour. The Source reserves the right to charge 
for transportation. Any product which has been subject to misuse or accidental damage is excluded from this warranty.
This warranty is only applicable to a product purchased through The Source company owned stores and dealers and to a product that is presented for repair in a country where 
The Source offers the product for sale. While this warranty does not confer any legal rights other than those set out above, you may have additional statutory rights which will vary 
under the laws of the various countries, states, province and other governmental entities in which The Source operates. This warranty is subject to all statutory rights you may have 
in the country of purchase.
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